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Gartner's 2017 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies
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Энэ өрөөнд байгаа хэн нэгэн нь корона 
вирусын халдвар авсан байж магадгүй юмDh ’fhaodadh gum bi bhìoras corona air 

cuideigin san t-seòmar seo

Someone in this room may be 
infected with corona virus

This is an Emerging Challenge



Meaning
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Someone in this room may be infected with corona virus
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Valu
e

Someone in this room may be infected with coronavirus

The person sitting next to me is infected with coronavirus and 
wants to shake my hand

Meaning
Spanish flu killed 20-50 million people worldwide in 1918. Its
mortality rate was 10-20%

Coronavirus has killed 391 people in 2020, none in the 
US. Its mortality rate is about 2%

NONE

LOW

VERY 
HIGH

HIGH



Prediction

Valu
e

Someone in this room may be infected with corona virus

The person sitting next to me is infected with coronavirus and 
wants to shake my hand

Spanish flu killed 20-50 million people worldwide in 1918. Its
mortality rate was 10-20%

Coronavirus has infected over 17000 people in China and 
killed 391. There are 11 cases in the US. 

I can’t be infected with Spanish flu

The risk is low that anyone I’ve had contact with has coronavirus

I am at risk of being infected, potentially high risk if the infected person 
is someone I’ve had contact with  

I am at high risk and even more so if I shake hands

Prediction

Prediction

Prediction

Prediction



Decision

Prediction

Avoid travel to high risk areas or with high risk individuals

Report to my doctor for a test and try to determine who the 
infected person is

Don’t do anything

I can’t be infected with Spanish flu

The risk is low that anyone I’ve had contact with has coronavirus

I am at risk of being infected, potentially high risk if the infected person 
is someone I’ve had contact with  

I am at high risk and even more so if I shake hands

Decide not to shake hands and report to my doctor

Decision

Decision

Decision

Decision



Action

Decision

Avoid travel to high risk areas or with high risk individuals

Report to my doctor for a test and try to determine who the 
infected person is

Don’t do anything

Nothing

Cancel business trip to Wuhan 

Visit doctor, explain situation, consult with ASU health authorities

Decide not to shake hands and report to my doctor

Don’t shake hands, apologize to person, visit doctor, explain situation 

Action

Action

Action

Action



DMV 🡪 PDA
Data + Meaning + Value 🡪 Prediction + Decision + Action



Data = person sitting next to me is infected with coronavirus 
      and wants to shake my hand

Meaning (key features) = “physical proximity”, “contact”, 
     “transmission”, “infected”

Value = High – value on potential very negative health consequences
  and on reliability of the data

Prediction = I may be infected with coronavirus if I shake hands
Decision = To politely refuse to shake hands
Action = Don’t shake hands 

Example: DMV 🡪 PDA



Data
Data

DataData Data are the 
fuel of life
Literally!

They represent 
the “real” world

Data Scientists



Datos

Datos

Dato
s

Datos

Each person is processing about 
11 Mb/s from our senses

(3 photos in terms of pixels)

The human race is processing about
1 yottabyte (1024 b/year) from our senses

We extract meaning from 
this data and convert it into 
prediction models that we 
use for making decisions

and taking actions



If it stored all the 11Mb/s our 
“hard disc” would be full in 3 months 
What does it “choose” to store?

What has “value”!

The human brain can store about 10-100Tb
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Susan Cordts

F = ma

s(x) = ln(P(x|C)/P(x|C’)) 

How do you assign value?You learn 
itBy trial and error

using DMV🡪PDA



Heuristic: we 
don’t know what 
it is in humans. 
 
It is a model of 
the world. 

DMV PDA

Human IntelligenceDid it work?

There are many 
alternatives to 
any decision and 
many possible actions

DMV 🡪 PDA is judged to be good or bad according to a performance criterion

P(C|X(t))

DMV 🡪  PDAP(C|X(t)) represents 
our model of reality
and perception

Ty
pe

 I 
th

in
kin

g

Type 2 thinking

Adaptability



This represents the culmination
of about 4.5 billion years of evolution
and represents how, until
recently, humanity did everything



There’s just one problem…



Unfortunately…
Our capacity to process this 
information is about 50 b/s

”Recently” we learned how to 
represent the world in a new way 

that was “non-local” in space and time

Everything ever spoken or 
written has been processed  

by at least one person though…

Even if that person was the author, 
or their mother, or best friend, or…



However, we’ve gone 
from this world… To this



The Data Revolution

We are drowning in data!



The Data Revolution

“Deep” data is more important 
than “Big” data



Heuristic: we know 
exactly what it is. 
It’s a mathematical 
model. 
 DMV PDA

Artificial “Intelligence”Did it work?

There are many 
alternatives to 
any decision and 
many possible actions

DMV 🡪 PDA is judged to be good or bad according to a performance criterion

P(C|X(t))

DMV 🡪  PDAP(C|X(t)) represents the 
algorithm’s model of reality
and perception

Type 2 
thinkin

g



P(C|X(t))
A representation of DMV🡪PDA

It’s a Machine

X(t)Sensorial/physical/analog –
Always hugely multi-factorial
Always has meaning 

Electronic/digital/binary – very biased
And not very multi-factorial
No meaning

CThere are a huge number of
goals, each with an associated value

There is just one goal that we have
to pre-specify (with bias) as well 
as specify the value (with bias)

P( | )We don’t know the heuristic but 
do know its VERY biased

We know exactly the heuristic
and its (weak) bias and variance 

Human versus Artificial Intelligence



What is a machine?

► You can’t drive a hammer. You can’t prepare coffee with a watch. A human being can prepare 
coffee, tell the time and decide to drive to work – if he has the appropriate tools. Humans are 
generalists with Generalized Intelligence. We are meta-machines that use other machines. 

These are physical 
machines

P(C|X(t)) It’s a machine that takes DV as an input and gives a 
P and potentially a DA as an output. 

Machines are created to do one 
particular task better than a human

Machine Learning is associated with the development of algorithms that perform 
like physical machines, i.e. they do one thing well. Sometimes very well. 
Sometimes better than a human. Just like a hammer! 

Machines are specialists



Selecting a P(  |  ) is like selecting a tool

These are some possible tool sets, but…



Obesity and Metabolic disease
Imagine a problem that cost …

And it got worse!
Why do “people” make “bad” decisions?

People are stupid, they deserve what they get?
Rapacious capitalism?

Evolutionary determinism?
Or is it all of these and thousands of other factors that also influence it?

and you invested …



To understand better we’re going to 
go backwards… ADP🡪VMD. First, AD…



And now P and V!
1. Prediction – If I eat this, I will enjoy it
Value – High - Physiologically and psychologically set – 
Type I thinking 

2. Prediction – If I eat this, I will be diabetic and hypertensive 
in 20 years
Value – Low - Cognitively set – Type 2 thinking 

The Mental Model P(C|X(t)) necessary to make 2. take 
precedence over 1. is enormously difficult to obtain. The 
evolutionary cards are stacked against us.



And now M and D! Here’s a D.
Project 42 – the goal – to build the “deepest” database on the planet for obesity and metabolic disease.
Over 3000 university academics, workers and students and over 2000 variables. 



And the M?

Have you ever seen portions 
that were sized to your size?

Why do shorter people tend to be more obese?



And the M?

Difference in 
perceived BMI 
versus real BMI

We all live in an alternative reality. 

For some its really different.

We can quantify the difference and ask why some 
people have bigger differences than others.



There is a reality

We just don’t have the data to reconstruct it

Yet
…

The Data Revolution is making it feasible

But Human Intelligence is so 
biased it can just ignore the data



Oil Pipeline leaks      DMV
The problem: Predict the risk of an oil pipeline leak 
while minimizing false positives and still capturing the leaks

Data: Time series of flowrates, pressures, densities, pump states, 
drag reducing agents, valve positions, weather, time of year, 
pipeline topography, pipeline topology, exogeneous/endogenous 
changes,…    “IoT”

Value: Avoid environmental damage, brand loss, litigation,
operator burnout, expensive pipeline revisions,…

Meaning: Conservation of mass, Newton’s laws, confounding 
factors – need an engineer’s or physicist’s intuition  



Oil Pipeline leaks

Leaks? THIS IS NORMAL
Looks like a leak of over a 1000 bph 
and it lasts more than 15 min

Real changes?

Meaning 



P(C|X(t))
Prediction: Probability that there is a “leak-like” event 

In DMV🡪PDA,
which part is 
Human 
Intelligence 
or Artificial 
Intelligence 
or both?
D = “machine”
M = human
V = human
P = “machine”
D = “machine”
A = human

Decision: IF (P(C|X(t)) > threshold) THEN (leak)

This is meta-model – a model whose inputs X1, X2,… are also models

Action: Shut down the pumps

Oil Pipeline leaks      PDA



Marketing

Human Intelligence
► V: Company A was losing market share to competitor

► D+M 🡪 P It was losing brand loyal consumers (measured in > 90% of wallet 

                    spend) to competitor  

► DA to be taken by client afterwards

D 🡪

Biggest spender Lowest spender

Brand loyal
customers
here

“Big 
Spenders”

M – loyals aren’t very profitable

20% of $1000 is better
than 100% of $100!



Marketing “Artificial” Intelligence – 
just less biased human intelligence really

M – Retailer A has lost all its competitive 
advantage to competitor B in the segment 
with the highest ROI

D 🡪 D 🡪

M – Retailer A’s most brand “loyal” customers 
have been defecting to competitor B.

P – Given that there was an economic downturn between year 1 and year 4 Brand 
“Loyal” customers as defined by wallet spend are more price sensitive. These 
Loyalists are actually Switchers!



Marketing

P - Big Spenders are: “Young, high earning 
males with several young children” 

P - Loyals are: “Low earners who live close to 
retailer A’s stores and in their home territory”. 
It’s easy to be loyal when its convenient

D 🡪 

Loyals look like John Doe



Big SpendersBig Spenders

P(C| X(t))

Predicting who will be a Big
Spender – profile changes in
Time

A good example of how to 
lose brand identity quickly.

AI P is better than HI P

Less biased
More multi-factorial

D + MD + M

P -

Marketing



Wrap up…
Human Intelligence

Everything you as an individual or as an organization do or will do in your life is 
governed by DMV🡪PDA, with Data as the Fuel of Life

“Darwinian” evolution has selected those who do it well 

All data goes through our senses – in two forms – symbolic and non-symbolic
    Non-symbolic data we process very fast; symbolic data we process very slow

Meaning is an emergent property from data processing and is a result of millions of 
years of evolution

Our data processing is VERY biased and a source of most of the world’s most 
intractable problems – obesity, war, poverty, addictions,…

  



Wrap up…

Artificial Intelligence
► The Data Revolution produces only symbolic information -  a huge amount of it – 

we’re drowning in it. If every person on the planet were a “Google” there’d still be 
too much data to process

► We don’t speak “data base” 

► Only Machine learning/AI algorithms can speak data base and process the data fast 
enough

► Unfortunately, they don’t understand what any of it means



Wrap up…

Hybrid Intelligence

► The data that we are generating now is radically changing how we think about the world 
and act in it – for good and for bad 
► There is information there to cure and prevent diseases, reduce crime, reduce poverty, promote 

democracy, make money,…

► There is information there to to acerbate diseases, to increase crime, to increase poverty, 
violate human rights, lose money,… 

► Only humans choose which data to look at, what value it has, what it means and what decisions 
and actions to take

► AI on its own won’t solve anything complex – all we have are just electronic hammers – 
just very sophisticated ones

► However, AI can do things that no human can

► So, we need Hybrid Intelligence – Human + Machine
► Render unto Caesar…

► We are all challenged to seek the optimal way to DMV 🡪 PDA – both in our jobs and 
our personal lives, embracing AI where it can help, where it can offset our cognitive 
biases, and understanding where it can’t



Good luck with the challenge!

Thank you



https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2017/01/23/really-big-data-at-walmart-real-time-insights-from-their-40-petabyte-data-cloud/#67
7426616c10



Data

Data

Data



Value



Meaning
Value
Prediction
Human Intelligence

Meaning
Value
Prediction
Action
Human Intelligence







Thanks to 4.5 billon years of evolution we can…

• Extract 11 Mb/s of sensory data that offer a “useful” representation of our environment

• Create predictive models by processing these data in our brains

• These predictive models enable us to make decisions and then act on them (or not) 

These actions have consequences…

• They imply a “value” for the data, its extraction, the predictive model, the decision and the action

• Without adequate data there are no effective decisions or actions

Value comes from meaning



Sounds cool doesn’t it?



Are all these streams
of equal value? 

What are the relevant
variables?

How do you stimulate 
people to “see” the 
experts? 

How many data scientists 
do you need? 
Where will you find them? 

Algorithms can’t make
“sense” of data



After generating a new insight…
How quickly can you organize a
response/intervention? 

How ready are your business
people to accept and 
implement a result? 

What is the “value” of the insight?



How many possible insights 
do you think there are in 
the whole organization? 

What’s its value?

Who assigns value?
The analysts?
The teams?
Both?

How do you anticipate 
problems? 

How do we 
predict?

Is this the real reason?
Correlation vs causation. 



The problem!



Human “Intelligence” or Artificial “Intelligence” 

Man and Machine
or 

Man versus Machine



P(C|X(t)) are prediction models

P(  |   )First, choose your “black box”

Make your choice!Where do a I get a “black box”?

You can answer all your questions and solve all your problems!

Where do I get one?


